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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Earth Conservancy (EC) has prepared this Analysis of Brownfields Cleanup Alternatives (ABCA) for 

reclamation of a portion of Bliss Bank site in Hanover Township, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania.  

Because of its large size, Bliss Bank is being reclaimed via a sequence of smaller projects, as funding 

allows.  Each project will improve environmental health in the area through 1.) repairing mine-scarred 

land; and 2.) reducing production of acid mine drainage (AMD).  Upon completion, properties can be 

reused for a variety of development and recreation opportunities. 

 

The purpose of the ABCA is to provide information about environmental and contamination issues at the 

site and to evaluate remedial alternatives.  This evaluation will be revised, as necessary, and incorporated 

into the final site cleanup plan for review by the community, project partners, regulatory oversight 

agencies, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).  

 

Organization and History 
 

EC is a nonprofit organization dedicated to addressing the impacts of historical coal mining activity in 

northeastern Pennsylvania.  Our focus: reclamation, conservation, and economic revitalization.  In 1992, 

leaders from area businesses, colleges, nonprofits, and communities joined together to recover the lands 

of the Blue Coal Corporation, which had declared bankruptcy in the mid-1970s.  Generally located to the 

west of Wilkes-Barre, many of the nearly 16,500 acres have been ignored, the mine-scarred land seen 

only as permanent eyesores and reminders of the past.  EC, however, views them as an opportunity for 

growth, progress, and transformation.  After raising $16 million in grants and loans, EC purchased the 

Blue Coal lands in 1994. 

 

After the sale was finalized, EC began working to return the lands to productive use.  It began with two 

important activities.  First, with technical support from Wilkes University, it created a Geographic 

Information System database with fifteen layers of data on the environmental and geographic 

characteristics of the lower Wyoming Valley.  Second, with professional planners and a 38-member 

steering committee, it developed a comprehensive, long-term Land Use Plan (LUP) to determine the 

smartest, most equitable, and most sustainable ways to reuse the received properties.  The LUP identified 

thousands of acres impaired by past mining activities, all of which required physical remediation before 

reuse could occur.  As of today, EC has reclaimed 2,000 acres of that damaged land, which is now 
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available for or already in constructive use across industrial, commercial, residential, and recreational 

sectors.  EC has also worked to mitigate AMD in area watersheds.  Over $47.7 million has been invested 

to date.  All projects trace back to EC’s overarching mission, one that seeks a more livable community 

now, and clears the way for positive, progressive change for future generations. 

 

Site Description and Proposed Scope of Work 
 

Bliss Bank is a 200-acre area that extends into three municipalities:  the City of Nanticoke, Hanover 

Township, and Newport Township.  It is located along Middle Road.  Luzerne County Community 

College is across the street, and two sides of the Hanover Section of Nanticoke abut it.  An access road 

will connect the area to the final roundabout of the new South Valley Parkway.  

 

The site, previously owned by the Blue Coal Corporation, had been deep mined and strip-mined, as 

well as used to hold mine waste.  The property was abandoned at the company’s bankruptcy and left in 

a completely degraded condition with towering culm banks and deep, water-filled pits.  Espy Run, 

which originally flowed through the site, was obliterated by mining activities.  The banks, furthermore, 

are a chief producer of AMD.  AMD forms through the interaction of pyritic minerals found in mine 

waste with oxygen and water.  When the three combine, sulfuric acid and dissolved iron result.  In the 

culm banks, every time rainwater or snowmelt seeps through the pile, the process is triggered.  The runoff 

then drains into nearby streams and the watershed.  The site also invites illegal dumping, trespassing by 

off-road vehicles, and other illicit behaviors like vandalism, drug use, and on occasion, fires. 

 

Because of its size and location, Bliss Bank was identified as an important tract in EC’s efforts to spur 

environmental and economic revitalization in the region.  Extensive progress has already been made in 

reclaiming the site, which has been supported by six USEPA Brownfields Cleanup grants, two Growing 

Greener grants from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP), and two AML 

Pilot Program awards from PADEP’s Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation (BAMR) through the 

Office of Surface Mining and Reclamation Enforcement (OSMRE).  Additional awards have been made 

for reconstruction of Espy Run. 
 

This ABCA, written as part of the grant application requirements for another Brownfields Cleanup grant, 

is for reclamation of another portion of the Bliss Bank, located to the east of the Phase III site and moving 

across Wilkes-Barre Mountain in an easterly direction.  A map depicting the general location of the Phase 

V project is included as Appendix A.  This ABCA has been made available for public review. 
 

Cleanup Objectives 
 

The objectives of the Bliss Bank Reclamation project are: 

1. Reduction of nonpoint source pollution (sediment, AMD) in the watershed; 

2. Improvement of wildlife habitat; 

3. Recovery of the site for community benefit (e.g., safety, aesthetic, economics). 

These goals are consistent with EC’s mission, the LUP, and ongoing work.  Moreover, they align with 

goals, recommendations, and regulations of frequent partners of Earth Conservancy, such as USEPA, 

PADEP, PADEP BAMR, OSMRE, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). 
 

 

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
 

In 1993, prior to Earth Conservancy’s purchase of the Blue Coal Corporation estate, all property 
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underwent a field assessment by Resource Technologies Corporation.  The study identified the Bliss Bank 

tract as “refuse banks” that were part of a former strip mine and mine dump area.  According to the Soil 

Survey of Luzerne County (1981) by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Strip mine (Sm) soils are a 

“nearly level to very steep mixture of the bedrock and unconsolidated soil and rock material through 

surface mining to expose anthracite coal.  Runoff is slow to very rapid, and the hazard of erosion is 

moderate to severe.  Most areas are extremely acid.”1  Mine dump soils are generally steep, roughly 

graded, piles of mine waste material.  Strip mine and mine dump areas are not considered to be comprised 

of a hazardous material.  The Phase V of the Bliss Bank project is almost wholly within the Strip 

mine/Mine dump soils. 

 

In 2005, an Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was completed by USACE for the Nanticoke Creek 

watershed, which includes Bliss Bank, as part of its work with PADEP, PADEP BAMR, and EC in 

developing the Detailed Project Report and Integrated Environmental Assessment of the Nanticoke Creek 

Watershed, under Section 206 – Ecosystem Restoration.  Again, the report indicated much of the area is 

covered by Mine dump soils.  The limits of disturbance for this project are almost wholly within the Mine 

Dump soils.  Based on the USACE study, no recognized environmental conditions were identified that 

would limit potential future uses. 

 

In 2011, Pennsylvania Tectonics, Inc., completed a Phase I ESA for the Bliss Bank site in preparation for 

a Brownfields Cleanup application to USEPA.  This ESA indicated the majority of the area is covered by 

Strip mine soils.  According to the Soil Survey of Luzerne County (1981) by the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture (USDA), strip mine soils are a “nearly level to very steep mixture of the bedrock and 

unconsolidated soil and rock material through surface mining to expose anthracite coal.  Runoff is slow to 

very rapid, and the hazard of erosion is moderate to severe.  Most areas are extremely acid.”2  Areas of 

mine dump, mine wash, urban land, and cut and fill land are also included in strip mine areas.  There were 

no ongoing or anticipated environmental enforcement actions related to the site.  The report 

recommended no Phase II ESA need be performed. 

 

In 2018, LaBella Associates, P.C., completed a Phase I ESA in preparation for continuing work on Bliss 

Bank and for future work on the Truesdale Bank (approximately 697 mine-scarred acres).  Similar to 

previous reports, the property was characterized primarily as Strip mine and Mine dump soils.  The 

authors stated no RECs, CRECs, or HRECs were related to the site, and that it does not pose a significant 

environmental risk.  No Phase II ESA was recommended. 

 

In December 2018, in lieu of a Phase II ESA, PADEP BAMR provided a written statement affirming 

EC’s plans for reclamation for the Bliss Bank area.  Actions, such as 

 extensive earthwork to achieve stable, developable grades; 

 establishment of appropriate stormwater best practices; 

 importation of topsoil and seeding; 

 extension of a planned access road; and 

 extension of nearby utilities 

were cited as appropriate steps to address environmental and reuse concerns.  OSMRE issued a letter of 

                                                 
1   Bush, R.D. (1981). Soil Survey of Luzerne County, Pennsylvania. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation 

Service in Cooperation with The Pennsylvania State University College of Agriculture and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 

Resources State Conservation Commission. 
2  Bush, R.D. (1981). Soil Survey of Luzerne County, Pennsylvania. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil 

Conservation Service in Cooperation with The Pennsylvania State University College of Agriculture and the Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Resources State Conservation Commission. 
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concurrence with the PADEP BAMR’s statement regarding these recommendations on January XX, 

2019. 

 

SITE ASSESSMENT FINDINGS 
 

As noted in the 2011 and 2018 Phase I ESAs, no RECs are present on the Bliss Bank site.  Consequently, 

this ABCA addresses environmental, safety, social, and economic concerns linked to the property – i.e., 

the broader health impacts that brownfields may pose to a community, which include: 

 Environmental Health:  Potential environmental dangers can be biological, physical, or 

chemical, and can be the result of site contamination, groundwater impacts, surface runoff, 

migration of contaminants, or wastes dumped on site. 

 Safety:  Abandoned and derelict structures, open foundations, other infrastructure or equipment 

that may be compromised due to lack of maintenance, vandalism, deterioration, controlled 

substance contaminated sites, or abandoned mine sites may all pose safety risks. 

 Social and Economic Factors:  Blight, crime, vagrancy, reduced social capital or community 

‘connectedness’, reductions in the local government tax base and private property values that may 

reduce social services are all social and economic problems sometimes created by brownfields. 

 

Bliss Bank presents many of the problems identified above.  When Blue Coal closed its doors, its works 

were abandoned entirely.  The mine spoils – like found at Bliss Bank – are particularly troublesome.  The 

loosely-piled rocks, some acres-wide and stories-high, are the remnants of the mining process:  cast-off, 

low-energy fragments of shale, sandstone, and coal.  Due to their high acidity and elevated temperatures, 

little vegetation can survive.3  This increases their instability, as they are already prone to slumping, erosion, 

or complete slope failure.  Large pits also remain, and are continually filled with stagnant water – an 

increasing concern due to the West Nile and Zika viruses.4,5 

 

The culm banks are also a key contributor to AMD.6  AMD forms through the interaction of pyritic minerals 

found in mine waste with oxygen and water.  When the three combine, sulfuric acid and dissolved iron 

result.  When rainwater or snowmelt seeps through the culm banks, the process is triggered.  The runoff then 

drains into nearby streams and leaches into the watershed.  Because of the immensity of the spoils, the acid 

produced far exceeds what can be processed naturally.  What’s more, the leaching “can last hundreds, even 

thousands, of years” (p. 10).7  As a result, waters of local waterways show elevated concentrations of metals 

and a lower than normal pH, both of which can seriously impair water quality.  AMD makes the water more 

than impotable; it also coats streambed surfaces, destroys habitat, and poisons aquatic life.8  AMD affects 

the entire ecology of the ecosystem, in sections rendering waterways “biologically dead.” 

 

Bliss Bank also lessen residents’ quality of life.  The mountainous piles of spoil are a form of social blight, 

attracting activities that underscore their neglected state.  Despite ongoing efforts to combat it, trespassing 

is frequent.  Illegal dumping is common, evidenced by ever-returning piles of debris.  So too is trespassing 

by ATVs, which becomes rampant on weekends, bringing with them noise, vandalism, injuries, drug use, 

gunshots, and fires.  Livability in the area is challenged.  Safety, pride, and sense of community all 

decline.9  With environmental degradation heightening pessimism, the area is devalued further. 

                                                 
3  Cornwell, S.M. (1971). Anthracite Mining Spoils in PA: Spoil Classification & Plant Cover Studies. Journal of Applied Ecology, 8(2), 401-409. 
4  Luzerne County Gets Grant for [West Nile] Virus. (2015, May 2). Times Leader, p. 2A. 
5  Pennsylvania to get federal funding to fight the Zika virus. (2016, July 21). The Citizens’ Voice. 
6  Jennings, S.R., Neuman, D.R., & Blicker, P.S. (2008). Acid Mine Drainage and Effects on Fish Health and Ecology: A Review. Bozeman, MT: 

Reclamation Research Group. 
7  Da Rosa, C.D., Lyon, J.S., & Hocker, P.M. (1997). Golden Dreams, Poisoned Streams. Washington, D.C.: Mineral Policy Ctr. 
8  Jennings, et al. 
9  Vacant Properties Network. Meanings of Blight. 
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FORECASTED CLIMATE CONDITIONS 
 

According to the U.S. Global Change Research Program, climate trends for the northeast region of the 

United States include “heat waves, coastal flooding, and river flooding [that] will pose a growing 

challenge to the region’s environmental, social, and economic systems.  This will increase the 

vulnerability of the region’s residents, especially its most disadvantaged populations.”10  Some of these 

factors, most specifically increased precipitation that may affect flood waters and stormwater runoff, are 

most applicable to the cleanup of the Bliss Bank site. 

 

According to FEMA Flood Zone Map 42079C0365E (11/02/12), the Phase V site is located entirely in 

Zone X, which is outside the 0.2% annual chance floodplain.  Minimal flooding is expected.  A changing 

climate may result in more frequent and intense precipitation events, which could generate localized 

stormwater impacts.  However, given the elevation of the project, its inclusion of appropriate stormwater 

mitigation features, and its proposed reuse, changing climate conditions are not likely to affect the site. 

 

 

APPLICABLE LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND STANDARDS 
 

In consideration of current and future uses of the Bliss Bank site, cleanup plans will provide for adequate 

protection of human health and the environment.  EC and its procured engineers/contractors will adhere to 

all applicable local, state, and federal laws, regulations, and guidance in relation to brownfields and 

environmental remediation, including, but not limited to, the following. 

 

Laws and Regulations 
 

 Bliss Bank has not been identified by NPL, nor is under CERCLA or RCRA orders.  Furthermore, EC 

is not potentially liable for contamination under CERCLA §107, as stated in the Deed of Sale from 

the Trustee in Bankruptcy for the Blue Coal Corporation.  All Appropriate Inquiries (AAI) were 

conducted prior to sale.  EC is considered an Innocent Landowner (ILO) and is not potentially liable 

for AMD pollution originating at the site. 

 No historic sites are on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places for Bliss Bank. 

 In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, a survey of threatened and endangered species was 

undertaken.  No threatened or endangered species are known to inhabit the site. 

 Laws and regulations applicable to this cleanup include the Federal Small Business Liability Relief 

and Brownfields Revitalization Act, the Federal Davis-Bacon Act, state environmental law, and local 

municipality by-laws.  Federal, state, and local laws regarding procurement of contractors for this 

cleanup will be followed. 

 Prior to construction, all appropriate permits will be obtained.  This includes submission and approval 

of an Erosion and Sediment (E&S) Control Plan to the Luzerne Conservation District (LCD).  Upon 

approval of the E&S plan, a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit will be issued. 

 During construction, the contractor will adhere to all federal, state, and local rules and regulations 

relating to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, including monitoring the site for 

hazardous conditions.  The construction contract will require the contractor to immediately notify EC 

and the project engineer if a hazardous environmental condition is encountered. 

                                                 
10  U.S. Global Change Research Program. (2014). Key Messages about the Northeast. National Climate Assessment.  

www.globalchange.gov/explore/northeast 
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 Because no hazardous substances have been identified at the project site, institutional controls, 

restrictions, and/or compliances will not be required. 

 

Cleanup Oversight 
 

To ensure compliance with regulatory requirements and project goals, EC will provide project 

management, administrative services, and technical expertise during work.  The selected project engineer 

will also assist in these roles, including periodic site visits to monitor progress and adherence to plans.  

Additional inspections will be performed by the LCD and PADEP to verify regulatory compliance and 

ensure any inconsistencies are immediately addressed.   

 

Documentation and Reporting 
 

Phase V of the Bliss Bank Reclamation cleanup will comply with all USEPA Brownfields Program 

requirements (e.g., information repository, public comment, ABCA, cleanup oversight, etc.).  EC will be 

responsible for all documentation and reporting. 

 
 

EVALUATION OF CLEANUP ALTERNATIVES 
 

To address the brownfield conditions at the site, three alternatives were considered for the reclamation of 

Bliss Bank, Phase V.  To satisfy USEPA requirements, the effectiveness, implementability, and cost of 

each alternative must be considered prior to selecting a recommended cleanup alternative. 

 

Alternative #1 | No Action:  Alternative #1 leaves the site in its existing condition.  No mitigation of 

environmental damage would occur, nor would issues related to safety, aesthetics, flooding, or AMD 

be addressed.  Productive reuse of the site would be unfeasible.  In short, this alternative would 

neither meet EC’s stated objectives for the project, nor conform to EC’s mission. 

 

Alternative #2 | Reclamation of ±30 Acres:  Alternative #2 involves reclamation of ±30 acres of the 

Bliss Bank site with consideration of future development.  Construction would involve regrading of 

mine spoils to stable grades; elimination of unsafe slopes; placement of topsoil; and subsequent 

seeding for a grass meadow.  This alternative will reduce the velocity of surface water runoff to help 

prevent erosion and will reduce the volume of water that comes into contact with the exposed culm, 

thereby reducing contributions to AMD production.  Stormwater management features would be 

constructed with future development in mind in order to minimize disturbances later on.  In addition, 

an access road extension and tie-ins to local utilities would be completed. 

The proposed design and budget estimate for Alternative #2 are provided in Appendix B.  This 

alternative will improve safety, environmental, and aesthetic conditions at the site.  It will also take 

into account and integrate with reclamation work already underway at Bliss Bank, Phase III, and 

allow for the fullest reuse of the site.   

 

Alternative #3 | Reclamation of ±50 acres:  Alternative #3 involves reclamation of ±50 acres of the 

Bliss Bank site.  Construction steps would be the same as Alternative #2, with the difference of 

extending excavation/grading activities further south, encroaching on Wilkes-Barre Mountain.  

Again, as with Alternative #2, Alternative #3 will improve safety, environmental, and aesthetic 

conditions at the site.  It will also maximize the amount of land available for redevelopment.  The 

design and budget estimate for Alternative #3 are included as Appendix C. 
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Recommended Cleanup Alternative 
 

After review of remedial alternatives, the recommended alternative is Alternative #2, Reclamation of 

±30 acres.  Alternative #1 cannot be recommended since it does not address site risks and impacts, and 

prohibits site reuse.  Alternative #3, although it would reclaim spoil material and create a larger 

development pad, cannot be recommended because it 

 Increases expenses; 

 Cuts into natural areas of mountainside; 

 Raises the elevation of the created pad higher than other pads within the area, potentially 

restricting combination of sites; 

 Raises the pad substantially higher than the access road designed as part of Phases III/IV, 

potentially restricting some truck use. 

 

Alternative #2 will have the desired environmental, safety, and aesthetic benefits, as well as create a pad 

large enough to interest potential developers and suitable for transportation and infrastructure links.  This 

makes the Alternative #2 the most cost-effective choice given the funds available. 

 

 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Public Participation 
 

Public comments on the proposed reclamation of Bliss Bank, Phase V, are important to the cleanup 

process.  A final cleanup method will be selected only after the public is given adequate time to review 

and comment on the ABCA and all comments have been reviewed and responded to appropriately.  

 

EC will solicit input from the public on this ABCA by 1.) posting a copy of the ABCA on EC’s website; 

2.) notifying the public of the ABCA’s availability on social media; and 3.) publishing a public notice 

inviting input on the ABCA at a public meeting.  Modifications to the ABCA may be made on the 

proposed alternative based on new information or comments received from the public. 

 

Limitations and Contact 
 

The contents and format of this report are based upon information available and are comparable to 

cleanup planning documents developed and approved in connection with previous USEPA Region 3 

Brownfields Grant programs.  This report is a work of opinion; therefore, we cannot offer any warranty 

regarding our conclusions, advice, or recommendations.  

 

Questions or comments regarding the content of this ABCA report are welcome and should be directed to 

the undersigned at 570.823.3445 or m.dziak@earthconservancy.org. 

 

 

EARTH CONSERVANCY 

 

 

 

Michael Dziak 

President & CEO
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